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The southernmost San Andreas fault appears poised for a large-magnitude earthquake, 
since its present period of dormancy is nearly twice as long as the average recurrence 
interval. Forecasting of future earthquakes is difficult based on short-term strain 

accumulation observations because 
their link to the process of strain 
release is not well established.  In 
order to gain insights into the 
potential and character of the next 
large earthquake, we are studying 
the history of earthquake rupture of 
the southern San Andreas Fault and 
the Brawley Seismic Zone (BSZ) 
using an integrated 
onshore/offshore approach.   
 
Figure 1. Map of the Salton Sea 
region. (a) Green lines represent 
seismic reflection profiles (red line is 
location for Figure 2a). Lake 
Cahuilla is shaded blue. Black lines 
denote Holocene faults and red dots 
are relocated earthquakes. 
Abbreviations: Santa Rosa 
Mountain Block, SRMB; San Jacinto 
Fault, SJF; Extra Fault Zone, EFZ; 
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Seismic Zone, BSZ; San Andreas 

Fault, SAF; Superstition Hills Fault, SHF; Durmid Hill, DH; San Felipe Anticline, SFA; 
Mesquite Basin, MB. (b) Regional map of study area. (c) Rose diagram of fault strikes. 
The average strike for faults in the sea is N15°E (see methods section). Other trends 
are the SAF, IF, and North America-Pacific plate motion vector at this latitude. 
 
 
Regionally deposited lacustrine sediments, provide a high-resolution, 1200-yr-long 
record of rupture at Salt Creek and an even longer history of rupture beneath the Salton 
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Sea, including the unexpected observation of significant ground rupture within the BSZ.  
Potential correlations between onshore and offshore lacustrine deposits using 
paleoseismic excavations and recently collected high-resolution seismic CHIRP imagery 
(2006, 2007& 2008), have provided new insights into the deformation history of the 
Salton Sea and interaction of southernmost San Andreas and cross-faults within the 
BSZ (Brothers et al., in press).  We have interpreted the CHIRP data acquired in the 
Salton Sea and this work has resulted in several presentations at SCEC and AGU 
meetings as well as a nature manuscript that will be published in August, which 
acknowledges SCEC support (Brothers et al., in press).  
 
Major findings reported in Brother et al (in press).  
All of the CHIRP seismic data acquired between 2006 and 2008 have been processed 
and interpreted. The data have been uploaded in Kingdom Suite and isopach and 
structure contour maps have been generated.  

 
 
Figure 2. Salton Sea long-axis seismic reflection profile. (a) A truncation surface 
(dashed blue line) separates the Holocene Lake Cahuilla Formation (CFm) from the 
underlying Pleistocene Brawley Formation (BFm). Colored horizons represent time 
horizons in the CFm (see supplemental discussion); red lines denote faults; black 
arrows mark location that sedimentation rate was estimated; multiple reflections 
(acoustic artifacts) are identified by “m”. (b) Interpretive cross-section. North of the EFZ, 
reflectors in the CFm are concordant and record little deformation. Reflectors in the 
BFm show evidence for ~N-S oriented compression. South of the EFZ, layers diverge 
and thicken. We infer that maximum subsidence occurs near the southern shoreline and 
extensional faults may provide fluid migration pathways for young volcanism. 
 
 
Lacustrine sediments in the Salton Sea, Southern California, provide a high fidelity 
record of oblique extension between the San Andreas-Imperial Fault (SAF-IF) step-
over. CHIRP seismic reflection imagery from the Salton Sea constrain the relationship 
between horizontal slip and vertical deformation in the SAF-IF basin. Differential 
subsidence (> 10 mm/yr) south of a hinge-zone suggests basin-bounding faults exist 
near the southern shoreline and may control the spatial distribution of recent volcanism. 
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We propose a tectonic model for the Salton Sea where slip is partitioned into vertical 
and horizontal domains. In contrast to previous models based on historical seismicity 
patterns, the rapid subsidence and fault architecture observed in the southern sea are 
consistent with experimental models for pull-apart basins. Furthermore, tilted and 
truncated strata north of the hinge-zone suggest extension associated with the SAF-IF 
step-over began ~0.5 Ma, subsequent to an episode of compression. These 
observations have important implications for (1) the development of the SAF-IF system 
in Southern California and (2) the evolution and growth of pull-apart basins.  
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